Good morning, I would like to start with a famous saying that “Education is an ornament in prosperity and it become a means of livelihood in adversity “with this saying which also suits to northern international school May I have your kind permission to read out the annual report of my school for the session 2010-11. Thank you.

This temple of education in this small town Mandi Adampur is one of the best leading schools. It is an English medium public school. It is also very true which I am going to say that this school is the result of the foresighted vision of our chair-in-person, Sh. L.S. Malik and President Sh. Sanjay Malik who had been thinking since long to bring a revolutionary change in the field if education. This area as the students of Mandi Adampur had been deprived of public or convent education, so in the year 2008 it was established by them and was got affiliated from CBSE with a view that now the student of this area will not leg behind and always be having true notion to compete with the students coming from any part of India and show their worth in all the field s of education.

This is the school which has beautifully been designed with all the ultra modern techniques of education and infrastructure. It has highly qualified staff which is trying its level best not to leave any stone unturned to impart the best kind of social, moral and educational knowledge amongst the students.

The fulfillment of Malik’s dream is not only to this extent but is also far beyond of it. After having accomplished this task to its full swing ,they are also planning to establish some professional institutes so that the students of this area may not have to leave their native place and get almost all the opportunity to complete their education here itself.

Sir, with a short span of three years journey, we have reached the parents of 150 students to more than three hundred students and in coming session this strength will swallow like anything. in the coming session as we have the facility of hostel for boys and girls from standard 3rd to 10+2, will equipped labs in all the concerned subjects like sciences ,computer and maths , big and spacious library ,crafts hall and music room adds more luster and beautiful to the school.

It also has football ground, volleyball ground badminton lawn, and indoor game facilities for table tennis, carom board. It has beautiful parks, various types of swings where the children can room the fatigue of their burden.
The behavior of its management is so motherly that everyone working our here feels himself or herself well guarded from all point of view.

To prove themselves to be true in this field the school has managed to run to centre of P.T.U. where the students may seek admission for PGDCA, BBA, MBA, BCA, B.sc. IT M.sc.IT courses after 10+2.

In the coming session the school will have three streams Science, Commerce and Arts in the senior session. The school has been divided into four houses Shorya, Pragya, Vivek and Vinay houses in senior section and in junior section we have Raman, Azad, and ___ houses. which the feeling of competition in various curricular activities like Rangoli making, Debate, Declamation contest, Painting, Calligraphy, Recitation of poems and Speech etc. And academics is infused amongst the students within the school so that after that they may take part at interschool, Zonal, Regional, State, National and International level.

The school has also made its International identification by getting itself registered with ISD which has opened the gates for the students to associate themselves with international arena.

By following up the norms & disciplines of CBSE, a lot of students have brought not only institution but also to their parents.

To make the students s in touch with the national festivals and boost up their morale the school has begun a new custom that the National flag in the school will be unfurled by the topper student of secondary and senior secondary section on Republic Day and Independence Day.

This all for the school today

Thanks You.